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Abstract

Stock prediction is a challenging and chaotic research area where many variables are included with their
effects being complex to determine. Nevertheless, stock value prediction is still very appealing for researchers
and investors since it might be profitable, yet the number of published research papers remains to be relatively
small. The employment of advanced data analysis techniques has already been suggested by previous
researches, such as the use of neural networks for stock price prediction, but practical implications of the the
majority of approaches are limited as they are concerned mainly with a prediction accuracy and less with
the success in real trading with consideration of trading fees. We propose a novel approach for stock trend
prediction that combines Japanese candlesticks (OHLC trading data) and neural network based group of
models Word2Vec. Word2Vec is usually utilized to produce word embeddings in natural language processing
tasks, while we adopt it for acquiring semantic context of words in candlesticks’ sequence, where clustered
candlesticks represent stock’s words. The approach is employed for the extraction of useful information from
large sets of OHLC trading data to improve prediction accuracy. In evaluation of our approach we define a
trading strategy and compare our approach with other popular prediction models – Buy & Hold, MA and
MACD. The evaluation results on Russell Top 50 index are encouraging – the proposed Word2Vec approach
outperformed all compared models on a test set with a statistical significance.
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1 Introduction

Forecasting trends and the future value of stocks has always been an interesting topic for both investors and
research community. However, the number of successful researches and published papers is still very low.
The reason is simple, usually nobody wants to publish an algorithm that solves one of the issues that might
be most profitable. Nonetheless, there are many approaches to forecasting the future stock values, where the
most influential are:

• technical analysis (Taylor and Allen, 1992) and
• fundamental analysis (Abad et al., 2004).

Fundamental analysis of financial markets involves detailed analysis of the company’s business, various news
about the enterprise and the prediction of future growth. It deals with linking current company’s financial
data to future earnings and evaluation of how it will affect company’s value. A large number of factors have
to be included in the evaluation (Abad et al., 2004). Several approaches that attempt to automate stock
trading based on processing of unstructured text sources such as news articles, company reports or individual
posts (Nassirtoussi et al., 2015; Huang et al., 2016; Shynkevich et al., 2016), are typically based on Natural
Language Processing Algorithms (NPA).
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Figure 1: The presentation of Japanese candlestick

Figure 2: Some of the most popular Japanese candlesticks

The second approach to trading is based solely on the basis of historical price changes and technical analysis.
Technical analysis provides data for trading decisions largely on the basis of visual inspection of past trend
movements, without employing any part of fundamental analysis (Taylor and Allen, 1992). Proponents of
technical analysis claim that all necessary information for forecasting the stock price trends are already
included in the stock price itself. They point out that events in the history are repeated and that stock prices
can be forecasted based on current trends (do Prado et al., 2013).

Very popular technical method to convey the growth and decline of the demand and supply in financial
markets is the candlestick trading strategy (Lu and Shiu, 2011; Nison, 1991). It is one of the oldest technical
analyses techniques with origins in 18th century where it was used by Munehisa Homma for trading with
rice. He analysed rice prices back in time and acquired huge insights to the rice trading characteristics.
Japanese candlestick charting technique is a primary tool to visualize the changes in a commodity price in
a certain time span. Nowadays candlestick charting technique can be found in almost every software and
on-line charting packages (Jasemi et al., 2011). Although the researchers are not in complete agreement
about its efficiency, many researchers are investigating its potential use in various fields (do Prado et al., 2013;
Jasemi et al., 2011; Lu and Shiu, 2012; Kamo and Dagli, 2009; Lu, 2014). To visualize Japanese candlestick
at a certain time grain (e.g. day, hour), four key data components of a price are required: starting price,
highest price, lowest price and closing price. This tuple is called OHLC (Open, High, Low, Close). Figure
1 shows an example of a Japanese white and black body candlestick with the notation used in this paper.
When the candlestick body is filled, the closing price of the session was lower than the opening price. If
the body is empty, the closing price was higher than the opening price. The thin lines above and below the
rectangle body are called shadows and represent session’s price extremes. There are many types of Japanese
candlesticks with their distinctive names. Figure 2 shows only some of the most commonly seen in candlestick
charts. Each candlestick holds information on trading session and becomes even more important, when it is
an integral part of certain sequence.

The work presented in this paper is an attempt to create a simplified OHLC language (i.e. simplified language
of Japanese candlesticks from OHLC data) that is later used as an input for Word2Vec algorithm (Mikolov
et al., 2013b) that can learn the vector representations of words in the high-dimensional vector space. We
believe that it is possible to learn rules and patterns using Word2Vec and use this knowledge to predict future
trends in stock value. Despite many developed models and predictive techniques, measuring performance of
the stock prediction models can present a challenge. For example, Jasemi et al. (Jasemi et al., 2011) used hit
ratio to evaluate the performance of the models but neglected financial success of a model. Therefore, one of
the research goals of this paper is also to utilize a simple method for testing the performance of forecasting
models, the result of which is the financial success or yield of the tested model.
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The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a literature overview. Section 3 is dedicated
to a detailed overview of the proposed forecasting model. In Section 4 model evaluation and performance
metrics are presented. Section 5 presents the conclusions and future work.

2 Related work

The stock price prediction is very difficult task since many parameters have to be considered, where many of
them can not be easily modelled. However, in the last decades researchers proposed various models to help
with stock trading decisions.

In literature, the authors use the predictive power of Japanese candlesticks mostly on the basis of expert
knowledge and rules that are based on past patterns. Many stock forecasting models have been developed to
forecast market price. Lu and Shiu (Lu and Shiu, 2012) used the four-digit numbers approach to categorize
two-day candlestick patterns and tested the approach on Taiwanese stock market. They demonstrated that
candlestick analysis has value for investors, what violates efficient markets hypothesis (Fama, 1960). They
found some existing patterns not profitable, and showing two new patterns as profitable.

Kamo and Dagli (Kamo and Dagli, 2009) implemented a study that illustrates the basic candlestick patterns
and the standard IF-THEN fuzzy logic model. They employed generalized regression neural networks (GRNN)
with rule-based fuzzy gating network. Every GRNN handles one OHLC attribute value, which are then
combined to the final prediction with fuzzy logic model. They compared the approach to candlestick method
based on GRNN with a simple gating network and it performed better.

Jasemi et al. (Jasemi et al., 2011) also used neural networks (NN) for technical analysis of Japanese
candlesticks. In their approach NN is not used just to learn the candlestick lines and create a set of static
rules, but rather NN continuously analyses input data and updates technical rules. The presented approach
yields better results than approach using static selection of rules and input signals. Unfortunately, the authors
do not present the data, whether the financial success is obtained in the stock market.

Martiny (Martiny, 2012) presented the method that utilizes unsupervised machine-learning for automatically
discovering significant candlestick patterns from a time series of price data. OHLC data is first clustered
using Hierarchical Clustering, then a Naive Bayesian classifier is used to predict future prices based on daily
sequences. The performance of the proposed technique was measured by the percentage of properly triggered
sell/buy signals. Although authors in (Keogh and Lin, 2005) argue that clustering of time-series subsequences
is meaningless.

Savić (Savić, 2016) explored the idea of combining Japanese Candlestick language with Natural Language
Processing algorithm to implement a basic stock value trend forecasting algorithm. The idea was tested on a
sample stock data, where the method achieved promising results. Our work is inspired by the results achieved
by Savić.

In this work we present a novel method for forecasting future stock value trends that combines technical
analysis method of Japanese candlesticks with deep learning. The proposed model integrates Word2Vec,
which is commonly used for the processing of unstructured texts into technical analysis. Word2Vec can find
the deep semantic relationships between words in the document. In their work, Zhang et al. (Zhang et al.,
2015) confirmed that Word2Vec is suitable for Chinese texts clustering and they also state that Word2Vec
shows superior performance in texts classification and clustering in English (Mikolov et al., 2013b,a,c). We
have employed the Word2Vec approach in the stock value trend prediction and to the best of our knowledge,
none of the existing researches uses Word2Vec for forecasting future stock value trends.

3 Proposed forecasting model

The proposed forecasting model that combines a set of machine learning methods in a novel and innovative
way. The basic assumption behind the proposed approach is that Japanese candlesticks are not only powerful
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Figure 3: Steps of proposed forecasting model

tool for visualizing OHLC data, but also contain predictive power (Jasemi et al., 2011; Lu and Shiu, 2012;
Kamo and Dagli, 2009; Lu, 2014).

Our approach exploits Japanese candlesticks where various sequences are used to forecast the value of a stock.
Japanese candlesticks are interpreted as a foundation for stocks’ language, i.e. words. A language in general
consists of words and patterns of words that can be further grouped into sentences that express some deeper
meaning. The proposed model relies on the similarities with the natural language.

The forecasting process starts with a transformation of OHLC data into a simplified language of Japanese
candlesticks, i.e. stocks’ language. The acquired language is then processed with the NLP algorithm Word2Vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013b) where we train the model with given characteristics and the legality of the proposed
stocks’ language. The trained model is then used to predict future trends in stock value. The approach is
depicted in Figure 3, with detailed description provided in the following subsections.

3.1 Input OHLC data

For a given stock we observe the input data on a trading day basis for nd trading days as defined in the
following matrix

[
d(1 × nd) X(4 × nd)

]
=


d1
d2
. . .
dnd

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
O1 H1 L1 C1
O2 H2 L2 C2
. . . . . . . . . . . .

Ond
Hnd

Lnd
Cnd

 (1)

where d(1 × nd) is a vector of trading days and X(4 × nd) is a matrix of OHLC trading data.

Japanese candlesticks are presented as OHLC tuples, where individual four attributes denote absolute value
in time. Raw OHLC data in Equation (1) are convenient for graphical presentation (see Figure 4) but are
not most suitable for further processing.
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Figure 4: Raw OHLC data for stock KO in the begining of 2015

Figure 5: Normalized OHLC data for stock KO in the begining of 2015

3.2 Data normalization

Since we are interested in the shape of Japanese candlesticks and not absolute value, the OHLC tuples were
normalized by dividing OHLC data attributes (Open, High, Low, Close) with Open attribute as follows

norm
(
〈O, H, L, C〉

)
= 〈1,

H

O
,

L

O
,

C

O
〉 : X → X (2)

The employment of transformation from Equation (2) results in a new input trading data matrix

X(4 × nd) =


1 H1

O1
L1
O1

C1
O1

1 H2
O2

L2
O2

C2
O2

. . . . . . . . . . . .

1 Hnd

Ond

Lnd

Ond

Cnd

Ond

 (3)

where the shape of Japanese candlesticks is retained as depicted in Figure 5, while compared to Figure 4.

Figure 4 depicts raw OHLC data, where candlesticks are vertically positioned on the graph corresponding to
their relative value. Figure 5 represents the same candlesticks after normalization process that emphasizes
and retains the shape of individual candlestick.

3.3 Japanese candlestick pattern identification

Many forecasting models using Japanese candlesticks have a shortcoming of using predefined shapes of
candlesticks (Martiny, 2012). Therefore we have adopted the approach of automatically detecting candlestick
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Figure 6: Example of 20 OHLC pattern clusters for stock KO

clusters by employing unsupervised machine learning methods that performed well in previous research
(Martiny, 2012; Jasemi et al., 2011).

The rationale for using KMeans clustering was to limit the number of possible OHLC shapes (i.e. words
of stocks’ language) while still being able to influence the unsupervised training process by setting the
appropriate threshold for maximum number of different words.

In the process we define the maximum number of words in stocks’ language as nw and employ KMeans
clustering algoritm to transform input data X to vector w as follows

KMeans
(
nw

)
: X → w (4)

where a word wi is defined by an individual trading day Xi and is a representation of a specific Japanese
candlestick (the mean value of cluster i). The result of KMeans clustering is a vector

w(1 × nd) =
[
w1 w2 . . . wnd

]T (5)

where given word wi is an element from a set of all possible Japanese candlesticks, where i =
[
1, nw

]
.

An example of a clustering process for a stock KO (Coca-Cola) is depicted in Fig. 6, where nw = 20 was used
for maximum number of words. The value of parameter nw is based on the Silhouette measure (Rousseeuw,
1987), which shows how well an object lies in within a certain cluster (cohesion) compared to other clusters
(separation). The Silhouette ranges from -1 to +1, where higher value of average Silhouettes means higher
clustering validity. In defining stocks’ language our aim was also to retain the similarity of words that also
exists in natural language by controlling nw and the Silhouette measure.

3.4 Sentence construction

With numerous OHLC tuples the potential set of words for the stocks’ language is virtually infinite. In
the previous section we have limited this to nw, which directly influences the performance of the proposed
predictive model.

Looking at the analysis of past movements in the value of stock we can see that Japanese candlesticks’
sequences contain a certain predictive power (Nison, 1991; Lu and Shiu, 2012). Therefore, we considered past
sequences of OHLC as a basis for the stock trend prediction by forming possible sentences in the future.

The proposed model does not contain any predefined rules for forecasting purposes. Rules used in further
processing are created from sequences of patterns that are acquired from past movements in stock value.

We specify a sentence length ls that defines the number of consecutive words (i.e. trading days) grouped
into sentences. The number of sentences ns is therefore dependent on the number of trading days nd and
the sentence length ls and is defined as follows
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ns = nd − (ls − 1) (6)

The result of the sentence construction process is a sentence matrix S of rolling windows of trading data
(more specifically words in stocks’ language from vector w) from a transformation w → S. Sentence matrix S
with ls columns (sentence length) and ns rows (number of sentences) is further defined as

S(ls × ns) =


w

′

1 w
′

2 . . . w
′

ls

w
′

2 w
′

3 . . . w
′

ls+1
. . . . . . . . . . . .

w
′

ns
w

′

ns+1 . . . w
′

nd

 (7)

At first glance, such OHLC language seems very simple. However, considering the number of possible values
for each word wi, a set of different possible sentences or patterns is enormous. We believe that the language
thus defined has a high expressive power and is suitable for predictive purposes.

3.5 Learning context with Word2Vec

Based on the patterns in OHLC sentences, the model builds the language context that is then used to
perform predictions in the following steps. The system employs historical data, recognizes existing patterns
in sentences, learns the context of the words and also renews the context according to new acquired data by
employing Word2Vec algorithm (Mikolov et al., 2013b) for training the context.

Word2Vec algorithm with skip-gram (Mikolov et al., 2013b,a) uses a model to represent words with vectors
from large amounts of unstructured text data. In the training process, Word2Vec acquires vectors for
words that explicitly contain various linguistic rules and patterns by employment of neural network that
contains only one hidden level, so it is relatively simple. Many of these patterns can be represented as linear
translations. The Word2Vec algorithm has proved to be an excellent tool for analysing the natural language,
for example, the calculation

vector(’Madrid’)− vector(’Spain’) + vector(’Paris’)

yields the result that is closer to the vector(’France’) than any other word vector (Mikolov et al., 2013a,c).

For learning context in financial trading with Word2Vec we define the number of days for merging
context nww and the number of neurons nv in hidden layer weight matrix. Word2Vec algorithm performs
the following transformation

W2V
(
S, nww, nv

)
: S →WM (8)

where the result of Word2Vec learning phase is a Weight Matrix W M with nv columns (number of vectors)
and nw rows (number of words in stocks’ language) and is defined as follows

WM(nv × nw) =


v1,1 v1,2 . . . v1,nv

v2,1 v2,2 . . . v2,nv

. . . . . . . . . . . .
vnw,1 vnw,2 . . . vnw,nv

 (9)

with vi,j as the j-th vector (weight) of word wi.
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3.6 “Future Teller” Classification of Training Data

The proposed model is already capable of using the context that it learned from historical data for creating
OHLC predictions. However, our aim is that the predictive model would, based on input OHLC sequence,
trigger one of the following actions:

• BUY,
• SELL,
• HOLD or do nothing.

For prediction of future stock price we label trading days from matrix X in training set with trading actions
y where

y(1 × nd) =
[
A1 A2 . . . And

]T (10)

and we classify the individual trading day yi as BUY, SELL or HOLD based on the number of look ahead
days nla and the trading fee vfee as follows

yi =


0 : BUY nmax · Cj > nmax · Ci + 2 · vfee, j ∈

[
i, i + nla

]
1 : SELL nmax · Cj < nmax · Ci − 2 · vfee, j ∈

[
i, i + nla

]
2 : HOLD otherwise

(11)

where Ci is the stock’s close price of a given trading day i and nmax =
⌈

e
C

⌉
is the maximum number of

stocks to trade with e as the initial equity.

3.7 Prediction

Our proposed model includes classification using the SoftMax algorithm in our Word2Vec neural network
(NN). SoftMax regression is a multinomial logistic regression and it is a generalization of logistic regression. It
is used to model categorical dependent variables (e.g. 0 : BUY, 1 : SELL and 2 : HOLD) and the categories
must not have any order (or rank).

The output neurons of Word2Vec NN use Softmax, i.e. output layer is a Softmax regression classifier. Based
on input sequence, SoftMax neurons will output probability distribution (floating point values between 0 and
1), and the sum of all these output values will add up to 1.

Over-fitting of data may excessively increase the model parameters and may also affect the model performance.
In order to avoid over-fitting of our model, we employed least squares regularization that uses cost function
which pushes the coefficients of model parameters to zero and hence reduce cost function.

For learning any model we have to omit training days without class prediction, due to look ahead of “Future
Teller” from section 3.6, where the corrected number of trading days is nd = nd − nla.

3.7.1 Basic prediction

In building a basic prediction we use normalized OHLC data from matrix X (see section 3.2) and vector of
trading actions y from “Future Teller” classification (see section 3.6), where SoftMax classifier defines the
following transformation

[
X(3 × nd) y(1 × nd)

]
=


H1
O1

L1
O1

C1
O1

H2
O2

L2
O2

C2
O2

. . . . . . . . .
Hnd

Ond

Lnd

Ond

Cnd

Ond

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
A1
A2
. . .
And

→ y = f
(H

O
,

L

O
,

C

O

)
(12)
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As expected, basic prediction does not perform well as it does not include the context in which OHLC
candlesticks appear and influence price movement. Therefore, the following section presents prediction with
Word2Vec and taking into account of context by adding previous days OHLC candlesticks.

3.7.2 Prediction with summarized Word2Vec vectors

From vector of words w (see Equation (5)) and vector of trading actions y (see Equation (10)) in the following
format

[
w(1 × nd) y(1 × nd)

]
=


w1
w2
. . .
wnd

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
A1
A2
. . .
And

 (13)

we replace words wi with a Word2Vec representation with nv features vector (hyper parameter) from
Weight Matrix WM(nv × nw) (see Equation (9)), where wi =

[
vi,1, vi,2, . . . , vi,nv

]
. Training data in a matrix

X
′

(nv × nd) is defined as follows

[
X

′

(nv × nd) y(1 × nd)

]
=


v1,1 v1,2 . . . v1,nv

v2,1 v2,2 . . . v2,nv

. . . . . . . . . . . .
vwnd

,1 vwnd
,2 . . . vwnd

,nv

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
A1
A2
. . .
And

 (14)

We add context by adding previous nm trading days to the current trading day and define a new input
matrix X

′′

(nv × nd
′
)
, where nd

′ = nd − nm.

Let cvj = [cv1,j , cv2,j , . . . , cvnv,j ] ∈ X
′′ be a context vector for a given trading day j (row j in matrix X

′′),
where j ∈ [1, nd

′ ] and contextualized input matrix X
′′ is defined as follows

[
X

′′

(nv × nd
′
)

y(1 × nd
′
)

]
=


cv1,1 cv1,2 . . . cv1,nv

cv2,1 cv2,2 . . . cv2,nv

. . . . . . . . . . . .
cvw

′
nd

,1 cvw
′
nd

,2 . . . cvw
′
nd

,nv

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
A1
A2
. . .

And
′

 (15)

where context vector cvj is a sum of vectors of nm previous trading days as follows

cvj =
j+nm∑
k=j

vk (16)

where vk = [v1,k, v2,k, . . . , vnd,k] is the k-th row in matrix X
′ .

4 Evaluation

To measure the quality of our proposed model we have considered various performance metrics and comparative
results, based on which we want to evaluate our approach.

Commonly used performance metric is the Total Hit Ratio (Jasemi et al., 2011; Lu and Shiu, 2012; Ming
et al., 2014), but it is less adequate to assess model performance in actual trading since it neglects the trading
commissions. Another metric that can be used for evaluating performance of the models that predict the
actual value of a stock in the future, is Mean Squared Error (MSE) (Kamo and Dagli, 2009). However, our
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Figure 7: Separating data into training, test and validation set

model does not predict the actual value of the stock in the future but merely a general trend (positive, negative,
or stagnation), so MSE can not be used. Metrics that are used for classification problems are classification
accuracy, AUC, logarithmic loss, etc. (Read et al., 2011). Our model solves multinomial classification problem
so the AUC measure (Fawcett, 2006) is not applicable since it is generally intended for the binary classification.
Classification accuracy alone can be misleading, so additional measures like precision are required to evaluate
a classifier. Logarithmic loss takes into account the uncertainty of prediction based on how much it varies
from the actual label. It strongly penalizes the wrong classifications and rewards conservative predictions
(Fawcett, 2006).

We have decided to evaluate our approach using a trading strategy with initial equity and selected prediction
model, including trading fees that penalize numerous trading actions which decrease the profitability of
prediction model utilization.

The initial equity for every traded stock was $10.000, with s trading fee of $15, while the input data was
separated into training, test and validation set as depicted in Fig. 7. The historical data included 4.000
OHLC trading days, starting from 1. 5. 2000.

The proposed model was initially evaluated on the shares of Apple (AAPL), Microsoft (MSFT) and Coca-Cola
(KO). It yielded promising results, where it outperformed all comparative models on the test set and validation
set. However, drawing conclusions based only on three sample shares may not be meaningful, so we carried
out extensive testing on a larger data set and performed a confirmatory data analysis.

For the final test set we selected stocks from Russell Top 50 Index, which includes 50 stocks of the largest
companies (based on a combination of market cap and current index membership) in the U.S. stock market.
The forecasting model was tested for each stock separately. Thus, for each of the 50 stocks, the prediction
model was trained based on past stock values of the particular stock. In the test phase, the model parameters
were adjusted that the model achieved highest yield for a particular stock. The trained model with parameters
tuned for the particular stock was then evaluated on validation set.

Table 1 shows average yield achieved by the proposed W2V model as well as yield achieved by comparative
models (Buy & Hold, Moving Average (MA) and MACD) for the test and validation phase. In the
test phase, average yield of the proposed W2V model was much higher than yield of the comparative models.

However, in the validation phase the results were not as good as in the test phase. The average yield of MA
and MACD models were still smaller but much closer to the yield of the proposed model, while Buy and
Hold outperformed our model. It still has to be noted that the proposed model achieved a positive result in
all scenarios.

In the test phase our model generates profit for all except one stock (i.e. JNJ), where zero profit is achieved.
What is more, our model outperformed the comparative models in all but two cases (stocks SLB, JNJ). In
the validation phase the results are worse but still encouraging. Only in 14% of cases the model outputs
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Table 1: Average yields of forecasting models for the stocks of the Russell Top 50 index at an initial equity of
$10.000

Buy & Hold MA(50,100) MACD W2V
Test phase $2.818,98 $1.073,06 -$482,04 $11.725,25
Validation phase $16,590.83 $6.238,43 $395,10 $10.324,24

Table 2: The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test for forecast models
Buy & Hold MA(50,100) MACD
W p-value W p-value W p-value

Test phase 2 < 0,0001 1 < 0.0001 1 < 0.0001
Validation phase 427 < 0.0210 155 < 0.0001

negative yield, while in 16% of cases the model outperformed all comparative models. In 30% of cases the
model was the second best model. What is more, in 7 cases the model’s yield was very close to the yield of
the best method.

In order to obtain statistically significant results we carried out Wilcoxon signed-rank test. The null hypothesis
for this test is that the medians of two samples are equal (e.g. Buy & Hold vs. W2V). We accept our hypothesis
for p-values which are less than 0.05.

Table 2 depicts values for test statistics W and p-values. If we focus on the test phase, obtained p-values
are much lower than 0.05 for all three popular models. This means that there is a statistically significant
difference between the resulting yields achieved by our proposed model and existing three models. For the test
phase we can conclude with a high level of confidence that appropriately parametrised proposed model W2V
performed better than existing three models. As mentioned earlier, the proposed model achieved slightly
worse results in the validation phase.

In the validation phase the difference in returns between the proposed model and reference models was
statistically significant only for MACD and MA. When compared to Buy & Hold, the W2V method yields
lower returns. That can be seen already from the average yields in the Table 1.

The results of the proposed approach demonstrated that with the correct selection of parameters our model
achieves statistically significantly better yields than the reference popular methods.

5 Conclusion and future work

Our research focused on forecasting trends in stock values. In this paper, we developed a novel approach for
stock trend prediction and tested it for financial success rather than just focusing on prediction accuracy. To
conduct the experiments, we selected three sample stocks – Apple (AAPL), Coca-Cola (KO) and Microsoft
(MSFT) – while confirmation analysis was performed with analysis on Russell Top 50 Index.

We realized that even if the forecasting model has high prediction accuracy, it can still achieve bogus financial
results, if poor trading strategy is used. A detailed analysis of the proposed forecast models in the testing
phase revealed that despite the simplicity its performance was very good with statistical significance.

A more detailed analysis of trading graphs and statistical analysis showed that the proposed model has a
great potential for practical use. However, it is too early to conclude that the proposed model provides a
financial gain, as we have shown that selected model parameters are not equally appropriate for different
time periods in terms of yield. We have also shown that the forecast model is strongly influenced by the
training data set. If the model is trained with data that contains bear trend, the predictive model might be
very cautious despite the general growth trend of validation data set. The problem is due to over-fitting, so
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training with more data would help. Some of the state-of-art machine learning algorithms like Word2Vec
are dependent on a large-scale data set to become more efficient and eliminate the risk of over-fitting.

There is still room for improvement in the trading strategy. In the future, we would like to incorporate the
stop loss function and already known and proven technical indicators. Future improvements also include
the use of OHLC data of other stocks in the training phase as we acquire more diverse patterns that helps
algorithms to detect the underlying pattern better. To improve classification accuracy and logarithmic loss,
the SoftMax algorithm could also be replaced with advanced machine learning classification algorithms. One
of the alternative methods of forecasting, which would be worth exploring in the future, would be a simple
linear operation of aggregating vector representations of the last n Japanese candlesticks. This way we could
obtain a daily, weekly or monthly trend forecast.
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